Leek, Aug. 1.-Tung-Keek, a young engaged by the rising stock market, has been thrown by the jinks of ‘08, but his heart was in the right place.

Glad News.

Leek, Aug. 1.—Despite the feelings of the people of Leek, the mayor has been notified that the city is to be granted a new charter.

Hose Supporter.

Glad News.

Leek, Aug. 1.—The town has been granted a new charter, and the mayor has been notified that the city is to be granted a new charter.

Almost COMMIT MURDER

Two Boys in Los Angeles Make Murderous Attack on a Guard

Los Angeles, Aug. 1.—Two boys, aged 14 and 15, were arrested in Los Angeles today for attempting to rob a guard. The boys were trying to rob a guard who was attempting to rob them.

The guard was injured, and the boys were arrested. They will be tried tomorrow. The guard is expected to recover.

Big Strike TONIGHT

Announced by the Workers' Union

Portland, Oregon, Aug. 1.—The Workers' Union has announced a strike of all workers in the city. The strike is expected to last for three days, and all businesses will be closed.
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